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Laws
Cochran, Ralph. Shelbyville. Law Indiana Club, Boosters Club, Cosmopolitan Club, Demurrer Club, Gamma Eta Gamma.


Paniho, Alejandro Jose. Pampanga, Philippine Islands. Law Cosmopolitan Club, Spanish Club, Demurrer Club, Marquette Club.


Hylton, Lester M. Brownsburg. Law Delta Kappa Epsilon.

Blattman, Henry Las Vegas, N.M. Law Phi Gamma Delta.
Lowder Ralph K. Martinsville. Law Gamma Eta Gamma. President Senior Law Class. Glee Club 16-'17

Wieckling, Frederick August Bluffton. Law Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Sphinx Club, Phi Delta Phi. Glee Club 16-'17 Indiana Union Board 17 18, Vice-President Union 17 18, President Union Board 18.

Shenk, George Byron Kokomo. Law Phi Delta Theta. Sphinx Club

Phi Delta Phi

Phi Delta Phi, the legal pioneer fraternity, was founded at the Law School of the University of Michigan in 1869, and for over three decades enjoyed the distinction of being the only fraternity in the legal world.

At present forty-six active chapters are located at the leading American law schools, and strong Alumni organizations now exist in seventeen of our largest cities.

Foster Chapter was installed at Indiana University Law School in 1900. In keeping with the national character of the fraternity, membership in the chapter is based primarily upon scholarship. The fraternity enjoys comfortable rooms in Maxwell Hall.

The members, as they appear in the picture, are

First Row
Chas. M. Hepburn
J. J. M. LaFollette
Scott Rowley
J. L. Parks

Second Row
Fred Weicking
H. B. Gray
Phares Hiatt
Kenneth R. Duncan

Third Row
Clarence Wilkinson
Howard Bucks
Carl Weinhardt
Carl Girton

Fourth Row
Clyde Reed
Henry Blattman
John Edris
Ralph Winslow
John McFadden
Gamma Eta Gamma

Gamma Eta Gamma was founded at the University of Maine by Judge Gardner of the Boston Bar, who was then Dean of the Law School at the University of Maine. The fraternity strives to uplift the profession and to maintain high ideals among the students of law.

Since the organization of Gamma Eta Gamma it has grown rapidly among those schools which require the accredited two years pre-law work and three years of law work for the Bachelor of Law degree. Scholarship and prominence in school activities are considered in eligibility for membership.

The local chapter of the organization was organized in 1911.

The members, as they appear in the picture, are:

*First Row*
- Ralph Cochran
- Wayne Guthrie
- R. C. Kennedy
- A. J. Stevenson

*Second Row*
- Ralph Lowder
- Alvin Sutheimer
- Alvin Stiver
- Buell McDonald
To the Fellow Seniors and Students:

In this Arbutus we have tried to summarize the part that Indiana University played in the great war. We have also tried to present the other phases of University life with the hope that the book may bring and keep you in closer touch with your Alma Mater.